
.45 ACP Lightweight
 

I was down visiting #2 son this past weekend and he gave me a box of bullets to try in the .45 ACP.  These are the
Saeco #062 design and according to Saeco, they should weigh 160 grains.  The bullets he gave me weighed 165.0
grains when lubed and sized.
 

 
.45 ACP rounds loaded with the #062 Saeco

 
He also gave me a couple of loads that shot and functioned well in his .45 Colt autos as well as a Smith and Wesson
Model 25 in .45 Auto Rim cases.
 
Now, I’m the typical cast bullet shooter and my tastes run toward heavier bullets in the .45 ACP such as the Lyman
452374, the Saeco #457, the RCBS 45-230-CM or the BD230.  If I’m serious, I’ll use a Lyman 454190 or a Lyman
452490 plain base which both exceed 230 grains.  Realize now, I’m shooting a Ruger Blackhawk convertible instead
of an auto as I detest picking up brass which has been thrown all over the place.
 
All of my preferences aside, I figured I’d give these lightweights a try as I’d never shot any before.
 
 

Bullet Weight Powder Weight Av Vel SD Primer Sized
Diameter

OAL

062
Saeco

165.0 700-X 5.6 1064 22.0 Alcan
MF

.452 1.223

062
Saeco

165.0 Red Dot 5.0 997 13.0 Alcan
MF

.452 1.223

Loads tested in a 5 1/2 “ Blackhawk convertible.
 
These two loads produced quite interesting results.  About what I had expected but a little better than I figured they’d
do at longer ranges.
 
Load # 1, the 700X load, shot well for me at both 25 and 50 yards.  I had anticipated this.  For plinking at 100 yards,
both loads surprised me, as I was able to keep them in an area that I deem adequate for defense purposes on a
consistent basis.
 
Load #2, the Red Dot load, also shot well at both 25 and 50 yards.  It was sufficiently accurate at 100 yards to be of
use but not as accurate as the higher velocity 700-X load. 
 



Both loads, probably due to the light weight and low sectional density, appeared to lose velocity very rapidly past 50
yards with an apparent lighter terminal impact than my heavier 230 grain loads that I customarily use.
 
A #457 Saeco 230 grain bullet was shot during these same tests to provide a comparison.
 
Attempts to shoot these loads in my shooting partner’s Kimber resulted in many failures to feed.  This may be
correctable with a different seating depth and different loads but his pistol certainly didn’t like what I was serving up.
 
Conclusion
 
Lightweight bullets in the .45 ACP may have their place.  Due to the design and weight, I’d tend to use them at 25 and
50 yards for paper punching and for short-range plinking and maybe small game hunting at those ranges.
 
Would I go out and buy a mould for my own use, which is punching paper and plinking?  I doubt it as I have more
useful bullets in the forms of the RCBS 45-230-CM, Lyman’s 452374, Saeco’s #457 or BD’s 230.  Like most cast
bullet shooter, I prefer heavy bullets.
 

John Goins/aka beagle


